
New Church 
Starts Initiative

 

a catalyst of support for those discerning & living out a call 

www.cbfchurchstarts.net
CBF’s New Church Starts Initiative continues 

to see fresh and innovative expressions of 
church. Our desire is to journey alongside 

individuals and groups as they process a call in 
church starting, equip them to vision, form 

and engage others in order to meet needs in 
their particular context. 

This work is at the very core of CBF — 
forming  relationships, renewal and 

restoration in the world together. 

Is God calling you to church starting? 
Journey with us in discovering this new thing 

God is doing.



8-Week Discernment Cohort Schedule:  
February-March   April-June      July-August  October-November

Are you ready to participate in an discernment cohort?  
Contact the Church Starts Specialist.  www.cbf.net  - (800) 352-8741

   Philosophy 
      Each new church is contextual and organic, responding faithfully to its particular setting. There are a 

myriad of church models we have partnered with. At the same time, CBF seeks to be intentional in its church 
starting efforts — contextualizing, training, coaching, and commissioning starters for their particular calling. 

  Process 
    Those seeking church starting with the Fellowship are invited to join a free online discernment cohort. 

During this eight week two-way cohort, the candidates learn more about church starting, CBF’s missiology and 
vision, as well as more about themselves. CBF also learns more about the candidates to discern whether they 
will be a good fit and representative of the Fellowship. 
 

CBF invites select church start candidates to an exploratory conference after they have completed cohort, 
interview, and reference check process, as well as formed a core group. This conference includes various 
personality, leadership, and spiritual assessments, as well as basic skills training. It also allows CBF staff to 
spend time getting to know candidates in person. 

   Partnerships 
      Following the exploratory conference, selected church starters will then enter into a commissioning 

covenant with the CBF. Each covenant is tailored to the individual church start, but can include: 1) $15,000 in 
funding over 3 years; 2) 3 year of paid coaching; 3) Commissioning at the CBF General Assembly; 4) Leadership 
development and site visits; 5) Other developmental opportunities.  


